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1 . Theoretical Introduction to the Textbool玉

The textbook .14-MERICAN SOCIETY: An Overvie!:!" was designed by this author as a text 

for a one semester course in American studies， with non-natIve speaなersof English in mind. It 

has been tried and tested (and revised) in the fire of actual classroom situations in J apan over 
the past 5 years， and has undergone a continual process of modification to fit the needs of the 

J apanese university student. The result， presented here， is a short textbook which， it is argued， 

will help non-English speaking students learn about American society in a way which is neither 

super五cial， nor overly mired in irrelevant details. 

In designing the text， a fundamental question was asked-what does a student need to know 

in order to understand American society? This author's background is in sociology and anthropol-

ogy， an丘thesetwo perspectives form the basis for addressing this question. Though it is an over-

simplification， we can say that sociology is the study of external social institutions， whereas cultur-

al anthropology's attention to culture makes it more cognitively oriented， culture being the symbol-

ic systems which reside inside people's heads which are only later externalized into social action 

manifesting as sοcial institutions. Of course these two sister disciplines were once married Cabout 

100 years ago) and remain cousins， as it were， and any theoretically serious definition of culture 

wouldn't establish a real distinction between culture and society. After all， mental culture is only 

internalized as the result of participating in social activities in the world. Nevertheless， as a work-

ing definition， we started out from the point of view that society consistsof institutions and struc-

tures which you can see and apprehend as existing “out there" in the world around us. while cul-

ture exists in the head， though actualized itself in daily life， generating the social structures we see 

around us. 

The purpose of the text presented here is more sociological in the traditional sense which 

means that it is not aiming to give an analysis of American culture， since it was thought that such 

a study would be more suitable at the graduate level. Before students are ready to tackle the cog-

nitive networks or systems of metaphors within which American culture is articulated， it is argued 

here that non-Americans， and especially beginning students of American society， need to have an 

initial sense of 
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scientific study of social relations， institutions， and societies，" (1994:3) Smelser himself later quali-

fies this definition a bit by pointing out that some sociologists would challenge the scientific part of 

the definition. Nevertheless， sociology has generally speaking seen itself as one of the “social sci-

ences，" which means that much of its methodology adheres to or tries to adhere to scientific prin-

ciples of objectivity in observation and data collection， cause and effect logical analysis， and 

repeatability of experimental data and results. Smelser also points out that， while there is no clear 

theoretical core to the discipline， sociologists generally study such things as demographics， atti-

tudes and bεhaviors (social psychology)， groups (e.g.， social class or ethnic groups)， social struc-

tures， and finally， the cultural dimension. As for the cultural dimension， Smelser sees a large debt 

owed to the field of anthropology for its insights. (4) 

The British sociologist. Anthony Giddens， adds an additional dimension to his definition of 

sociology-one which shows greater appreciation to the field's historical roots. Indeed sociology 

has always felt a competitive urge to compare itself with the hard sciences， not to mention classi-

cal economic science， yet there is another important aspect of its history-sociology has tradition-

ally been practiced as a form of social critique-has having a critical， even subversive character. 

(Giddons 1997:5)寸 heEuropean origins of sociology-found in history， the classics， and law main-

ly-generated a critical attitude toward state and society which continues in that tradition and in 

sociology in general." (Smelser 16) To what extent then should an introductory text be oriented 

towards social critique? Our text here is indeed critical， or at least provides the basic information 

needed for critical analysis. It also contains an implicit critique of the modern corporation， espe-

cially in the choice of films provided. This is not to say that the tone is anti-capitalist; rather it 

urges the student to critically question an assumption which often goes un司uestionedin J apan， as 

well aselsewhere-that is， the assumption in the unalloyed goodness and benefit of modern indus-

trial capitalism in our lives. It has been the experience of this instructor in the classroom and out-

side， that most young students today rarely question t 

Should not this then be the necessary and sufficient goal of any adequate course in the 

study of society? That is， not simply to add factual knowledge about any particular society but 

rather to learn how to analyze in ways which can generate a more sophisticated and mature social 
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outlook.“Much of Weber's methodology involved the struggle between the dictates of scientific 

neutrality and the dictates of ethical commitment." (Smelser 16) Sociological analysis or the socio-

logical perspective has， at its best， the potential to liberate-to provide freedom from the con-

straints of sοcial controls through knowledge of how they work. These are the issues that sociolo-

gy at its most dynamic and exciting have grappled with in the past and continue to investigate in 

the present: issues of power， coercion， conformity， normative social rules， social c1ass， the power of 

bureaucracy， racial and other forms of discrimination， and finally the power of language and cul-

ture to condition and constrain people's lives. 

Though there are many五eldsand sub-discplines within sociology， some essential orienta-

tions form a kind essence of the field. Looking at the chapter headings of most introductory texts 

on sociology can give one a gひodsense of what constitutes the core of the field. For example 

Giddons' textbook，SocioloQ"v: introductorv readin Q"~ (1997， Polity Press) is as good as any in isolat-

ing the key research areas of our field: 

Part 1: What is Sociology? 

Part宜:Social Interaction and Everyday Life 

Part璽:Sociology of the Body 

Part百:Gender and Sexuality 

Part V: Crime and Deviance 

Part VI: Media and Popular Culture 

Part W: Marriage and the Family 

Part唖:まaceand Ethnicity 

Part IX: Class and Stratification 

Part X: W ork and Economic Life 

Part XI: Government and Politics 

Part XII: Education 

Part XIII: Religion 

Part XIV: Social Change and Global Crisis 

Part XV: Sociological Research Methods 

Part XVI: Theoretical Perspectives in Sociology 

Certainly this is as comprehensive a list as any for an introductory course. Of course our 

field has been fragmented into many subfields and interdisciplinary sharings， as well as many new 

composites. The above list doesn't explicitly inc1ude such things as feminist studies， economic soci-

ology， gerontology， industrial sociology， and an endless host of spin-offs and sub-sub-disciplines. 

Where is the instructor to start? What underlying principles are necessary to help guide the 

teacher of sociology to beginning students， whether they be EFL students or not? 

There is a good case for looking to the standard curriculum given by introductory sociology 

textbooks. It. is true that postmodern critiques raise legitimate philosophical (particularly episte-

mologicaO questions about the legitimacy of rigid social science categories (e.g.， role， c1ass， 

るureaucracy，etc.) ， as well as even questioning the whole assumption that“society" exists as an a 
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prIorI given to be dissected and studied using objective methods and analysis. Nevertheless. 

before embarking out into the deep seas of postmodernism or other radica1 approaches， it is incum-

bent on the student to have at least a solid grounding in those traditions which these criti司ues

work 0宜of. It is the hope that through this modest course textbook， some degree of familiarity 

with sociological thinking can be achieved. 

n. The Textbook: 
AMERICAN SOCIETY: An. OvervIe!y by Steven L. Rosen， Ph.D. 

Homepage: httn:/ /nidrahiroshima.trinod.com 
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1 . Modern American Society: Overview 

亙.Geographical豆egionsof the U.S. 

m. Law and American Society 
N. American Political Culture 

V. Tobacco and American Society 

VI. Crime in America 

司.Religion 

理.W omen in American society 

医.American Music 

I. Modern American Society: General Overview 

l Economy I 
The world leader in certain areas: bioengineering， aerospace research， communications， 

computers and related hi-tech fields. 

The world's leading agricultural nation-the biggest supplier of grains: wheat， corn， oats; 

also cotton; 53% of the world's soybeans 

A car built economy and society 

General restructuring of the economy in recent times; heavy industry has declined; blue-

collar Cunion) jobs have gone overseas; new industries created 

註edicalsystem is high司ualitybut very expensive. 

lFamily I 
Trend is for both man and woman to work. and share housework 

“Blended" families quite common 

Children usually have house chores 

Child centered family; adoption if can't have children 

Teenagers usually work Cand often drive); pressure for dating 

!Education I 
No national system of education 

Schools try to balance diversity/multiculturalism with the goal of Americanization 
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(achieving the American Dream) 

Di在erentsοcio-economic groups and ethnic groups have different levels of educational 

achievement. 

Higher education is very expensive 

AdultlContinuing Education is available. 

jReligion I 
Religious practice often related to ethnic group 

Most separate religion from daily life 

Christian fundamentalism with a political agenda increasing 

!Law and Crime I 
a legalistic society; people rely on courts for con丑ictresolution 

current social controversies go to the courts for resolution 

a contractual society 

Crime related to economic class and ethnic group 

Prison overcrowding and lack of rehabilitation 

証.Geographical Regions of品eUnited States 

Officially the United State is divided into four main regions: 

The 現ortheast，South， Midwest (North CentraI)， and出eWest 

We can divide the United States into more regions: 

Pacific Northwest: Oregon， Washington and parts of Idaho; Protestant white culture; few 

recent lmmlgrants 

Pacific Southwest: California; agriculture， Asian Americans， Mexican Americans; northern and 

southern Calf. regions quite different. 

Rocky Mountain: Colorado. Wyoming， Montana: cowboy rancher; lowest population density 

Mormon: southeast Idaho and Utah; capital， Salt Lake City 

Interior Southwest: Arizona and New Mexico; Spanish and Indian influence strong 

Upper Midwest:班ichigan，northern Ohio， Illinois， and Iowa， Wisconsin， Minnesota， North and 

South Da孟ota;strong Scandinavian and German influence; Chicago the main urban center 

Central現idwest:the “heartland of America" : Central Ohio， Indiana， Illinois， most of Iowa 

and Nebraska， northern Missouri， Kansas and part of Colorado 

South:訂eginsin lower Delaware and Maryland， moves west over Virginia and West Virginia， 
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most of Missouri down to the Gulf of Mexico， and Oklahoma and most of Texas; the largest 

region with about 1/4th the population of the U.S.; strong dialect. musical tradition (blues， 

rock) ， mi1itary service. 

New England: Maine， New Hampshire， Vermont. Massachusetts， Rhode Island， most of 

Connecticut. Up-state N.Y. and part of Pennsylvania: 

Pennsylvanian: most of Penn.. part of New ]ersey， Delaware and Maryland; large immigration 

from Germany and Scot1and 

New York Metropolitan: about 18 million people; a society of recent immigrants; ethnically 

mixed， more European atmosphere; media and financial center. 

Alaskan 

Hawaiian 

m. Law and American Soむiety

Most areas of American social life are regulated (規制)by law， for example: marriage. dri-

ving， education. smoking， drinking， using the environment. buying and selling property. business 

transactions. bankruptcy， (倒産)，一¥almostevery other aspect of people's lives. 

America is a very legalistic society and lawyers and courts are frequently used for conflict 

resolution. America is a very contractual society; Americans view many relationships as contrac-

tual. Contracts are an important part of American life. Business relationships arεcontractual and 

the relationship between employer and employee is contractual. Even marriage is seen as a kind 

of contractual relationship. 

Civil Law (民法)

Civillaw is used for conflicts between people. When someone feels that another person has 

hurt them in some way (financial or physical harm) ， the may try to sue (訴える)that person or 

company. They may try to get financial compensation 補撲/諾護金) or force the other 

person/ company to stop doing whatever bad thing they were doing. 

Criminal Law (璃法)

This is the mbst important area of law for sociologists because crime is a major social prob-

lem. Sociologists believe that high crime rates reflect deep social problems. Why do some people 

go against society? What does society do about criminals? 

A criminal case is a the state or government against a person who was arrested (逮揖)for 

committing a crime. Every very defendant (被告!ひこう)has the right to a trial (裁判)and an 

attorney (弁護士)， even. if they can't a百ordone. If they are convicted (有罪)they will go to 
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prison for serious crimes (against people). For less serious crimes the person sometimes will just 

pay a fine. (罰金)

w. American Political Culture 
Conservatives/Conservatism 

There di古erenttypes of conservatives and conservatism. There are 3 main types of con-

servatives in America. Most are associated with the Republican Party. 

1) Liむertariansbelieve that government should not intrude in people's lives. They believe in 

freedo恐 asthe most important value and government should promote freedom. For example， 

libertarians will be against laws requiring people to wear seatbelts in cars， since this takes 

away their freedom. 

2) East Coast establishment conservatives are fiscal conservatives. They come from wealthy 

families and believe that government should protect the wealthy and be pro-business. They 

are against high taxation for corporations or rich individuals. The main theme of this conser-

vatism is a distrust of big government， and big government social programs， and a belief in the 

power of free-market capitalism to build a prosperous society. Conservatives usually believe in 

a kind of Social Darwinism: survival of the fittest-which means that the government should 

not be trying to take care of the people at the bottom of society all the time. 

3) Social conservatives are a new type of conservatives， growing in power. They believe that 

the Christian Bible is the final source of moral authority and that America has strayed from 

moral principles. They generally believe that the Bible should supersede the U.S. Constitution. 

Not every conservative holds the same opinion on specific issues. but generally speaking， conserva-

tives: 

• are against gun control 

• support the death penalty 

• are against strong labor unions and a minimum wage 

• support privatization of many government functions 

• are against national health insurance 

• want abortion to be illegal 

• are against civil/legal rights for minorities or gays 

• are against feminism 

• want a strong military which protects U.S. interests abroad 

Liちerals/liberalism

Libera1s generally stress social and economic equality more than freedom; they believe the 

government should protect the rights of those who are weaker or discriminated against in society. 

They believe that free-market capitalism must be regulated by the government so that a few rich 

people don't control all the wealth in society. Therefore they believe in a tax system in which 

those at the top pay a much higher percentage in order to help the rest of society. 

On the specific issues mentioned above， liberals usually take a di旺'erentview from conserv-
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atives. They are usually 

圃 infavor of gun control laws 

• against the death penalty 

• support labor and laws which protect employees 
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• don't want to see basic government functions privatized 

• want some kind of national hea1th insurance system 

• believe the government should not interfere with a women's right to have an abortion 

• support legal protections for minorities or other groups who are discriminated against (e.g吋

women) 

• want a flexible military which is used only after diplomacy fails 

権料問*和制3喝*百'候e

each with a distinctive poli社ticalculture. The most liberal areas are the Northeast and California. 

The most conservative area is most of the South. inc1uding Texas. The Mid-West is a unique polit-

ical-cultural area， generally conservative but with some pockets of liberalism. 

特*Another important point to remember is that， though Republicans are usually conservative， and 

Democrats are usually liberal， this is not always the case. There are some very conservative 

Democrats (especially in the South) and some quite liberal Republicans. 

Conclusion: 

Is America a liberal or conservative country? Most analysts today say the country is about even-

ly split (50・50).The urban industrial areas are general1y more liberal and rural agricultural areas 

more conservahve. 

V. Tobacむoand Ameriεan Society: Big Business and the La w 

Tobaccoじse:

About 48 million adu1ts in the U.S. smoke cigarettes， and about 3 million young people 

under 18 are smokers. There are about 430，000 deaths a year due to smo註ingcigarettes (about 1 

in every 5 deaths). 

It is well proven that cigarette smoking causes many different kinds of cancer (lungs， 

esophagus， bladder， pancreas and kidneys)， as well as other diseases. Women who smoke during 

pregnancy are more likely to have poorer birth outcomes， inc1uding lower birth weight babies. 

There is evidence that nonsmokers are also affected by “environmental tobacco smoke" (ETS): it 

is estimated that about 3，000 Americans who don't smoke die of lung cancer， and 300，000 children 

su妊erfrom lung infections. 

There are now strict laws to stop cigarette adverting to children. There are also strict 

laws in various states to protect people from environmental (secondary) smoke. 

The Tobacco Industry 
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The tobacco industry is one of the oldest and most profitable of U.S. industries. There are 5 

or 6 major American cigarette companies. The biggest is Phillip Morris with about 45% market 

share. (They make担arlboro，the worlds best selling brand). Other famous tobacco companies 

are-R.J. Reynolds， Brown and Williamson， and the Ligget Group. Domestic sales alone total about 

$45 billion a year. The tobacco industry provides about 200，000 jobs in manufacturing and farm-

ing. The tobacco companies all pay very heavy taxes: the U.S. government makes about 7 times 

more money on a pack of cigarettes than the tobacco company does! (In Europe， many companies 

take even more-about 80% in taxes.) However. the health care costs from cigarette related dis-

eases may be more than the money made from taxes. 

Recently tobacco use in America has been dedining so the companies are targeting devel-

oping countries much more. 

Legal Action against Tobacco Companies: I"Product Liめiliぜ'/生産物背責任|

It may be 面白cultfor J apanese people to understand American society's approach to tobac-

co: 

In America， tobacco companies have to pay millions of dol1ars to the states for their heaIth 

care systems. Why? 

* * * because of product liability law * * * 
In the American legal system， if you are injured by a product， you may sue (訴える)the 

company which made it， and get money compensation. This is called “product liability." 

Tobacco companies have been among the richest and most powerful companies in America. 

For many years they could get the best lawyers and win every case in the courts against them for 

damages caused by their product. 

Then. in 1994， a big change came-a big turning point in cases against the tobacco indus-

try. A woman whose husband died of lung cancer sued and was successful. In the same year， the 

State of Mississippi was the first state to sue a tobacco company for medical health care costs. 

They won. 

Soon other state governments started suing the big tobacco companies for money to cover 

their medical costs. The tobacco companies agreed to pay $40，000.000 to the 4 states (Mississippi， 

Texas. Florida， and Minnesota). Then. on Noven由er23. 1998. the tobacco industrv f!ot tOf!ether 

and a1!reed to nav $206 billion to reimburse 46 state f!overnments for medical costs related to 

詮詮包込

However. anyone who started smoking in the last 10・15years cannot sue because they 

started smoking after the companies changed their policy about telling the truth about cigarette 

smoking. The reason why they had to pay older smokers was because they lied about the health 

a宜'ectsof cigarettes for many years. In the American legal system. if you sell a product giving 

false information. you are guilty of fraud (詐欺). This makes them liable/responsible for harm 

cause by their product. 
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VI. Crimεin America 

There are about 2.1 million Americans in jail; about 1 out of every 138 people in America is 

in prison! This is about 726 for every 100，000 people， compared with Japan which is about 58 per 

100，000. (England is about 142 per 100，000). America has one of the hI!lhest crime rates of anv 

industrialized country. This is obviously a very serious problem and the sociologist must ask why 

this is the case. 

About 28% of black r工laleswill enter prisοn in their life times; 16九 Hispanicwill go to 

prison， and 4.4% of white males. 

About 5% of the prisoners in State prisons are women， and about 8% in federal prison are 

women. 

Basic Sociological Questions: 

1. Who are the criminals? 

2. Why do they commit crimes? 

3. What kinds of crimes are being committed? 

4. ，平hatdoes this tell us about that society? 

Social Issues Related to Crime: 

Death penalty; racial profiling; long prison sentences (判決);gun control， juvenile crime， white col-

lar crime 

Special Types of Crime in America: 

194 

Organized crime， gangs， white supremacists/hate crimes， white collar crime， child aちuse，drugs， 

drunk driving， domestic violence 

Prisons: 

There are basically two types of prisons: Federal and State prisons. 

Federal prisons are for federal crimes (e.g.， like selling dangerous drugs (58%)， kidnap-

ping， certain money or tax crimes and crimes which take place across state borders. 

State prisons are generally for violent crimes (murder， rape， assault)， and robbery and also 

some drug crimes. State prisons are much worse than federal prisons-the prisoners there are 

much more dangerous than in federal prisons. 

There are also (state) prisons for the criminally insane. There are special prisons of juve-

niles， as well. 

Sociological Points: 

~ -Most people in prison are poor and from broken homes. 

~ -The gap between rich and poor in America has been increasing. 

~ -Social programs to help the poor have been cut back. 
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During the Clinton years. the crime rate in America went down. especially violent crimes. 

Now (2006) it is increasing. 

Possible reasons for falling crime rates in the 1990's: 

low unernployment rate ciιlots of jobs at a111evels) 

Good economic conditions (low inflation) 

Stricter law enforcement and longer prison sentences. 

理.Religion in America 

There are two main types of Christianity-Catholicism and Protestantism. Protestantism is 

the form of Christianity that was born in northern Europe in the 16th century (the Protestant 

豆eformation). Protestants reject the authority of the Roman Catholic Church (the Vatican and 

the Pope). They believe that people should have a direct relationship to God through the Bible. 

They also reject many Catholic beliefs such as the divinity of Mary and the saints. and all their 

mirac1es. America began as prirnarily a Protestant country because Britain was a Protestant 

nation. Unlike England. however， there is no national or state church/religion in America. 

Although most people in America were (and still are) Protestant. some Catholics and Jews 

came to settle in America from the beginning. After the American Revolution gave American 

independence from England. freedom of religion became a basic right written into the U.S. 

Constitution. Around the mid 19th century. a large wave of Irish and Italian Catholics came to 

Arnerica as well as Jews from Eastern Europe. There was often prejudice against these new 

groups by white Protestants in America. However. within a generation or so. prejudice against 

these groups diminished. 

Now: 

~ -America is about 56% Protestant of many denomInations (e.g.. Episcopalians. Baptists. 

Mormons， and others). 

~ -About 25% are Roman Catholic 

》・11% not religious a百iliation

~ -About 2% Jewish 

~ -6% Other (Muslims. Hindus， Buddhists) 

One of the biggest changes in recent years has been the rise of the Christian fundamental-

ism and Christian Evangelicals. They believe that the Bible is literally true and that Christianity 

is the only true/correct religion. They are political1y and cu1turally conservative， and often believe 

that America has a special destiny to be a Christian nation. 
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理.Wom釘 1in America 

Women's Ruzhts Movement 

τhe Women's豆ightsMovement started in 1848 when a group of women decided that women had 

to organize to get equal rights. 

~ Women were not allowed to vote 

~ Husbands had complete power over the wife and could beat them 

~ Divorce 1aws always favored the man 

.~ Most jobs/professions were closed to women 

~ Colleges were basically closed to women 

At the beginning of the 20th century， a new “second wing" called“feminism" started. This early 

feminism was concerned with educating women about their right to contro1 their own bodies， 

reproduction and sexua1ity. 

In 1963， Betty Freidan wrote a bestseller book， The Feminine Mystique which said that women 

must have careers and earn money outside the home or they wil1 never have freedom and equali-

ty. Feminists in the 1960's succeeded in getting many changes for women in America: 

-Women's shelters for women with violent husbands (domestic violence) 

-Rape crisis hotlines 

ベNomen's health care clinics， family planning counseling 

-A thletics opened to women 

-Women entering medicine， the military， 1aw， engineering， space 

-W omen at the highest 1evels of politica1 power 

IX. American M usic 

America has given us a number of unique musical forms: gospel music， the blues， jazz， 

rhythm and訂lues，soul music， rock and rap. All of these musical forms have roots in African 

American m usic. 

19主主 Century 

Whenるlackscame to America they became Christians and integrated their African musical 

heritage with their new religious practices. There were also p1antation songs and work songs， 

which were based on African musical rhythms. A sacred form of music called spirituals became 

important， sung main1y in churches， but a1so outside. Later on， this music developed into gospel 

muslc. 
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話odernきlusic

豆agtimemusic develops as the most popular musical form in America between 1900 and 

1911. 

Jazz was born in New Orleans between 1910 and 1920; it was a combination of black and 

Creole music. In the 1930's， swing music emerges as a popular form of jazz. In the 1950's Cool 

]azz takes over and in the 1960's jazz takes on a free form. 

Soul music grew out of 1950's rhythm and blues. It is a combination of high-energy gospel 

singing and funk rhythms and non-religious themes. 

The blues is an important musical form， which grew out of a mix of spirituals and black 

work songs and American fol註musicin the late 19th century and was established by 1910. Early 

ちluesCin the early 1900's) was recorded using rural acoustic guitars and pianos. After W orld 

War豆， some blues musicians began to expand the blues using influences from jazz. However 

most blues musicians turned to using electric instruments (like Muddy Waters). 

In the early 1950's blues and rhythm and blues developed into rock. Elvis Presley， who 

came from the south， was influenced by black music. He mixed blues， country music and gospel 

forms into a high energy musical form and helped make rock music a super popular new form of 

江lUSIC.

盟.Filmsfor the Sociolocical Studv of American Societv (with J aoanese註tles)

The Insider/ インサイダ-1999 (media/journalism， corporations， tobacco) 

Civil Action シどル・アクション 1999(law， pollution) 

The Cornoration 2004 ザ・コーポレーション (multinational corporations， business culture) 

♀益mo カジノ 1987(organized crime) 

Patch Adams パッチワ・アダムス 1998 (medical system) 

American Historv X アメリカン・ヒストワ X1998 (racism) 

♀旦主主 クラッシュ 2005(rac凶 discrimination)

Erin Brockovich エリン・ブヨコピッチ2000(pollution/ civillaw) 

Ierrv McGuire ザ・エージェント 1996(sports， gender. divorce， single parents) 

Dead Man Walking デッドマン・ウオーキング 1995(prisons， death penalty) 

Thelma and Louise テルマ&ルイーズ1991(feminism) 

Philadelnhia フィラデルフィア1993(gay and employment discrimination， legal system) 

Elenhant エレファント 2003(school violence， youth culture) 

Fahrenheit 911 華氏 91 1 2004 

Bowlinll for Columbine ボウリング・フォーコロンパイン 2002(guns， youth， violence) 

Primarv Color~ (politics， Clinton) パーフェト・カップル1998

Bulworth (political culture) ブルワース 1999

亘民主L ブロウ2001(drugs， organized crime) 
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Ameriεan Studies Seminar: A Proposed Syllabus and Text 

Steven L. Rosen 

Ab⑤tract 

A textbook entitled American SocIetv: An Overview was designed by this author for 

J apanese students taking a course in American studies. The text， both implicitly and explicitly， 

adopts a sociological perspective with a heavy emphasis on law， politics and economics. 

Furthermore， it embodies the view that the discipline of sociology is， at least in part， radical social 

critiqueーradicalin the sense of trying to go to the root understandings of how social processes 

work， in this case， in American society. It is a short textbook， intended for a one semester course; 

however， the goals are ambitious in so far the textbook aims to show students the liberating 

power of sociological critique. It is hoped that the student， after completing the course， will begin 

to radically question the validity of social structures and institutions. 
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